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Back by popular demand -- and newly updated by the author -- the mega-bestselling spiritual guide
in which Marianne Williamson shares her reflections on A Course in Miracles and her insights on the
application of love in the search for inner peace.Williamson reveals how we each can become a
miracle worker by accepting God and by the expression of love in our daily lives. Whether psychic
pain is in the area of relationships, career, or health, she shows us how love is a potent force, the
key to inner peace, and how by practicing love we can make our own lives more fulfilling while
creating a more peaceful and loving world for our children. --This text refers to the Paperback
edition.
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I first discovered this book 2 Ã‚Â½ years ago. I specifically say discovered, for it's like unearthing a
treasure. I can't begin to express the impact this book made upon my life & continues to do so.
Williamson explains in vivid detail how thoughts & perception can literally alter your life. Happiness
isn't something we're innately in contact with, it requires cultivation, something we actively choose
every moment of everyday. Anguish & suffering is a part of the human condition, but it doesn't have
to consume your life. Oftentimes modern society is so consumed with success, competition, and
acquiring material things, we forget the concept of joy is also a part of the human condition. We
have a right to anticipate it, but it doesn't just saunter up & plop in your lap. It's labor intensive. I
found concrete steps on how to redirect my energies & thoughts, and eventually my reality. What
value does life hold if we can not love, permit ourselves to be loved, & be joyful? This book is the

ultimate "how to" improve your consciousness book. I refer to it every time I feel a bit blue. It's really
my blueprint of reaffirming or correcting my thought patterns. I've highlighted points crucial for my
life & refer when necessary. Most importantly it works without fail. That is indeed the true litmus test.
I also strongly recommend Williamson's various cassette lecture series. If you're weary because of
some negative things you may have read about Williamson I urge the reader to disregard them.
Truthfully I don't care if she has some inconsistencies in her life, don't all humans? You're not
moving into her home, you just want to benefit from some profoundly wise & inspiration advice. The
basic truth is, the principles she details quite simply work. I am forever grateful to her & have
purchased this book for my friends. If you desire to live & not just exist, this is a great gift for yourself
& loved ones. Enjoy.

I had been in a dead end relationship for a good number of years. I wanted to keep it going but the
other side of me wanted to just end the relationship. I hoped and prayed that one day the
relationship would cease to exist. It was then that I came across the is wonderful book, A Return to
Love: Reflections on the Principles of a Course in Miracles. I quickly took to it and thought that all
these years I had the power all along to end the unhappiness that I had been experiencing. I was so
relieved yet happy to know that the universe was not in charge of me changing but instead it was all
in my hands to make the needed changes.Soon after reading this book, I came along to the other
book calledÂ Manifestation Magic: Attracting Abundant Wealth, Incredible Health, Great
Relationships, and Limitless Success Into Your Life. This book was a lot more in detail about the
various things that we are able to change and turn around in our lives. The biggest of these is that
we actually have the power to reverse illness. This concept totally blew my mind and made me
wonder what else I had been missing out on in life. The power is within all of us and after reading
this book, I was quickly able to see ways that we are able to affect the course of our life on a regular
basis.While these books alone can give you a lot of insight, these two together help to unlock the
whole mystery that is set in front of a person. Regardless of what the real secret is that unlocks all of
the mysteries of life, you need to just know that the answer is a lot closer than you might expect it to
be.

Marianne Williamson takes Course In Miracles concepts and shows how they apply to her personal
life. The book is honest and inspiring. I enjoyed the book. I would also highly recommend the book
An Encounter With A Prophet for more honesty and inspiration derived from personal spiritual
experience.

Where do I even begin with this review? This book has entirely changed my life, my perspective, my
attitude, my feelings about myself and others, I could go on and on. This is something that I cannot
stop talking about. Anyone who is lost, confused about religion, who feels poorly about themselves
or others, depressed, or just doesn't feel like life is much "fun" anymore.....read this book! I can't
even tell you what a load it takes off and how wonderful it is to learn that God LOVES you, is not out
to punish you, and only has your happiness in mind. I can suddenly walk into a room and feel
GREAT about myself knowing that I am a BEAUTIFUL, wonderful child of God. It is the most
amazing thing I have ever felt! From this book I have learned what life is about, and what it's not
about. After reading it, I bought an additional 10 copies and hand them out to anyone who seems
interested. My hope is that everyone can find this love that Maryanne teaches so that they may be
as incredibly happy with themselves and their lives as I am today!Thank you so much Maryanne, for
changing my life!
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